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THE TIMES OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

'The life of Albert Einstein has a dramatic quality that does not rest exclu-
sively on his theory of relativity. The extravagant timing of history linked
him with three shattering developments of the twentieth century: the rise
and fall of Nazi Germany, the birth of nuclear weapons, and the birth of
^ionism (and Israel). Their impact on Einstein's genius combined to drive
him into a contact with the affairs of the world for which Einstein had little
taste'.

S.M.W. Ahmad



The Times of Albert Einstein
(1759 to 1968)

1759- Albert Einstein's great grand father, Albert Einstein, is born in Buchau. Is married to
Rebekka Obernaur in 1776.

1808- Albert Einstein's grand father, Abraham Einstein, is bom in Buchau and is married to
Helen Moose in 1829.

1826- G.F.B. Riemann is born in Breselen, in Kanover, Germany.

1831- J.C. Maxwell is born in Edinburgh.

1842- December, Sophus Lie is bom in Oslo. (Exactly 200 years after the birth of Newton who
was born in December, 1642.)

1847- Einstein's father, Hermann Einstein is bom in Buchau.

1851 - Le verrier calculates the observed precession of the perhclia of Mercury.

1852- A.A. Michelson is bom in Slrelno, Germany.

1854- Riemann extends the work of Gauss and creates Riemannian geometry.

1858- Max Planck is bom in Kiel, Germany.

1864- Maxwell attempts at a gravitational field theory. Writes his Maxwell's equations *K

1876- Spring, Abraham Einstein moves from Buchau to Ulam, South Germany.

1876- August 8, Hermann Einstein marries Pauline Koch (b.1852) in Connstatts, Germany.

1879- Maxwell dies at the young age of 48.

1879- March 14, Friday 11.30 a.m., Albert Einstein is bom in the Einstein residence,
135 **)Bahnhofstrasse, in the small town of Ulam, South Germany.

1881- November 18, Hermann, with his family and brother Jakob Einstein, moves to Munich.
December, Albert's sister Maria Maja is bom in Munich.

1887- Michelson-Moreley experiment gives negative results.
August, E. Schrodinger is bom in Vienna.

1884-1889- Einstein attends a Catholic School in Munich (Hermann wanted his son to become an
engineer).

*) Was it a God that wrote this equation which predicted the existence of electromagnetic waves that
were discovered by Hertz in 1888?

"^ It would have been very interesting if it were 137.



1889- von Eotvos performs his famous experiment in Budapest.

Max Talmey introduces Einstein to Bernstein's popular book on Science.

1884- E. Mach presents his Mach's "principle".

1884- Einstein's enchantment with a magnetic (pocket) compass, presented to him by his father.

1891- Einstein reads Euclid *} (which he calls the holy book). Also reads Kant and Darwin.

1892- Aroused by Mozart into an awareness of the mathematical structure of music. (In later
years, Einstein becomes a good violinist and also a pianist.)

1892- Louis de Broglie is born is Paris.

1894- Einstein's parents and Maja move from Munich to Milan, leaving Einstein in a boarding
house.

1895- Einstein rejoins his parents in Pavia, Italy. Appears at the entrance exam of ETH, Zurich.
Is not admitted.

1895- Autumn, Einstein moves to Aarau (a small town in Switzerland) to attend the Cantonal
School run by Mr. Winteler.
On a three-day mountaineering trip, Einstein slips on a steep slope. Is saved by a class-
fellow Adolf Fisch.

1896- Alfred Nobel dies. Leaves, in his will, a big fortune for the Nobel Prizes.
Rontgen discovers X'rays. Wins the first Physics Nobel in 1901.

1896- October, Einstein passes the entrance exam of ETH. Settles down, in the lodgings of
Frau Kagi at 4, Unionstrasse, Zurich, for a four-year degree course at ETH. The fel-
low students are: M. Grossmann, L. Kolloras, J. Ehrat, Mileva Marie from Titel in Yu-
goslavia, and others. Einstein's professors are: H. Minkowski, Weber, Pernet, Wolfer,
Albert Heim, Stadler, and others.

1896- At ETH, Maxwell theory is not taught.
Einstein in his spare reads Maxwell, Kirchhoff, Helmoltz, and others.

1897- Einstein meets M. Besso in Zurich - the beginning of a lifelong friendship. Besso re-
quests Einstein to read Mach's Science of Mechanics. The book shakes Einstein's faith
in Newton's mechanics as the final basis of Physics.

1897- The discovery of electron by J.J. Thomson.

1898- Marie Curie (nee Sklodowksa) and Pierre Curie announce the discovery of radium and
Polonium. In 1896, H. Becquerel had discovered the phenomena of natural radioactivity.

*) When Newton read it he was not impressed.
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1899- October 19, Einstein applies for his Swiss citizenship.

1900- December, birth of quantum theory. Planck presents his revolutionary paper.
Einstein graduates from ETH. His first paper appears in the December issue of the An-
nalen der Physik.
W. Pauli is born in Vienna.

1901 - February 1, Einstein is granted S wiss nationality. Applies for a job under Ostwald m), and
also to Kamerlingh Onnes " ' . There is no response from them.
Heisenberg is born in Wurzburg, and Fermi in Rome.

1902- Einstein starts working as a technical officer in the Patent Office, Berne.
August 8, Friday, Dirac born in Bristol.
November ?7, E. Wigner born in Budapest.

October 10, Einstein's father, Hermann Einstein dies in Milan.

1903- January 6, Einstein marries Mileva Marie.

1904- May 14, birth of Einstein's first son - Hans Albert Einstein.

1905- Einstein publishes six original papers, including the STR and the Nobel winning paper
on Photoelectronic Effect.
Einstein receives his Ph.D. (Zurich). The thesis is dedicated to M. Grossmann.
Einstein, Mileva and Hans visit Belgrade and Novisad where Einstein meets Mileva's
parents for the first time.

1906- Einstein publishes his quantum theory of specific heat.

1907- Einstein discovers his "Principle of Equivalence" ***).

1908- September 21, H. Minkowski presents his paper: Space and Time.

1909- January, Minkowski dies.
Einstein meets Marie Curie in Geneva for the first time.
April, Einstein is appointed professor of physics at the University of Zurich.

1910- March, Maja marries Paul Winteler.
July, Einstein's second son, Eduard Albert is born. R.A. Millikan measures the charge
on the electron.

*' 1909 Chemistry NL. In 1910 Ostwald recommends Einstein for a Physics Nobel.
•> 1913 Physics NL.
*' Einstein does not call it Principle of Equivalence.



1911- March, Einstein moves to the German University of Prague as full professor. At the uni-

versity meets George Pick who suggests to Einstein to consider the absolute differential

calculus, created by Ricci and Levi-Civita, as a language of his GTRon which Einstein

had been working since 1907.

1911- Einstein and Mileva visit Leiden. They stay with Lorentz family.

L. Hopf arranges a meeting between Einstein and Carl Jung m) (the star student of Freud).

Einstein meets Mach (for the first time) in Vienna.

Einstein predicts the deflection of light.

Attends the First Solvay Congress in Brussels, where Einstein meets: Planck, Nernst,

Rubens, Poincare, Madam Curie, James Jeans, de Broglie, Rutherford, K. Onnes, Langevin,

Lindemann and others.

1912- July, Einstein leaves Prague and moves to Zurich to join ETH as full professor.

Before leaving Prague, had met Ehrenfest in January.

1912- March, Einstein apprehends that Gauss's theory of surfaces may hold the key to his theory

of gravitation.

1913- N. Bohr explains, quantum mechanically, the spectral lines of the hydrogenatom.

Einstein recognizes the puzzling features of the nuclear atom. Publishes his celebrated

paper (on gravitation) with Grossmann. This mathematical paper misses GTR by few

inches.

1913- Is a positive step toward Einstein's divine and superb paper (on GTR) of November 1915.

E. Freundlich meets Einstein, Haber and O. Stern (at Zurich Rly. Stn.). Einstein intro-

duces Freundlich as the man who will test the bending of light.

Planck and Nernst meet Einstein in Zurich, and request him to join the Prussian Academy

of Sciences, Berlin. (The Prussian Academy, the oldest Science Institution in Germany

was planned by Leibnitz in the middle of the 17th century, and was established by Fred-

erick I.)

1914- Einstein with his family moves to Berlin on April 6. Toward the end of July, Mileva with

her two sons, returns to Zurich.

Einstein-Fokker paper (Nordstrom theory) appears.

1914- August 1, The First World War begins. Freundlich (who had gone to Russia to photograph

the solar eclipse to prove the bending of light) taken prisoner.

1915- November, 25, Einstein finalizes his sublime paper, General Theory of Relativity, which

appears in volume 49 of the Annalen der Physik in 1916.

Mach dies in Vienna at the age of 78. Einstein interrupts his work, and writes an obituary

on Mach. Einstein had met Mach only two weeks earlier.

Jung and Pauli have written a book as co-authors.



1916- Einstein writes ". . . the discreteness of Bohr's orbits indicates that initial condition
cannot be freely chosen".

1917- Belfour Declaration *}is announced in London: "The establishment of a national home
for the Jewish people who had been suffering for centuries "The modern Zionist move-
ment was started by Herzel in 1897, and it was Herzel's idea to secure for the Jews a
home in Palestine wherefrom the Jews were ousted in the middle of the 7th century.

1917- Based on his GTR, Einstein publishes an amazing paper on the structure of the Universe.
The birth of modern cosmology.

1914-1918- During the war Einstein published 50 original papers, including his paper on GTR. Dur-
ing the war years Einstein worked in Berlin amid a galaxy of brilliant persons: Planck,
Sommerfeld **J von Laue, H. Weyle, Nernst, Schrodinger •**) Haber, Lise Meitner (whom
Einstein called "our Madam Curie"), and others.
In the summer of 1916, Einstein wrote to Weyle: "The question whether the electron is
to be treated as a singular point is of great interest".

1917- Einstein falls ill. Is looked upon by his first cousin, Elsa.
Levi-Civita writes his mathematics of parallel transport, which is appreciated by Ein-
stein.
Einstein publishes a paper in which he predicts the possibility of stimulated radiation.
(Some 40 years after this paper, Einstein's idea was utilized by Townes and others in
inventing MASER *}and LASER *>.)

1918- Germany defeated. Noether's Theorem is published, de Sitter presents his theory of the
expanding Universe (Einstein's Universe in the 1917 paper is static and motionless.)
Einstein in a mathematical paper predicts the existence of gravitational waves. When
Einstein wrote this paper he was suffering from jaundice.

1919- January - June, Einstein spends most of his time in Zurich, where he delivers a series of
lectures - mostly on his GTR.
February 14, Einstein and Mileva W. are divorced. The divorce papers incorporate the
clause that Einstein's Nobel money (whenever it comes) will be paid to Mileva. (When
Einstein won the Nobel Prize the money was paid to Mileva. With part of this money,
Mileva purchases a beautiful house near the lake in Zurich.)
June 2, Einstein married his double first tW cousin, Elsa.

*J At that time, the jews controlled the "loan" market of the world.
**) He produced six Nobel Laurates, including Pauli.

***' The author received four hand-written letters from Schrodinger. Two are in the ICTP Library.
^ Nobel Prize winning work.

W Grossmann was against this marriage.
tW Elsa's father Rudolf Einstein was a first cousin of Einstein's father. Elsa's mother Fanny Koch was

a real sister of Einstein's mother, Pauline.



1919- September 22, Einstein receives a telegram from Lorentz that the analysis of the pho-

tographs of the solar eclipse reveals the bending of light. And Einstein's value (1.73) is

much nearer to the revealed value than the Newton value of 0.086.

1919- November 6, the joint meeting of the Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical Soci-

ety, London, confirm Einstein's theoretical predictions based on his General Theory of

Relativity presented in Einstein's magnum opus of November 1915.

November 7, headlines in London Times: Newtonian theory overthrown. New Theory

of the Universe. Revolution in Science. Einstein becomes world famous, and a celebrity.

Einstein Cigar comes in the market, and sells like hotcakes.

1919- December, Einstein discusses the problem of Zionism with Kurt Blumenfeld, and joins

the zionist movement. Writes to Ehrenfest "Anti-semitism is getting stronger in Berlin".

1920- March, Einstein's mother dies ^in Einstein's study in Berlin.

September 23, confrontation with P. Lenard (a physics Nobel Laureate) at the Bad Neuheim

meeting.

1921- April-May, Einstein's first visit to USA, with C. Weizmann, for fund raising for the

planned Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Einstein is received in the White House by

President Harding. Einstein visits Chicago, Boston and Princeton.

On his return journey, Einstein stops over in London where he visits the tomb of Newton.

1922- Einstein completes his first paper (highly mathematical) on his Unified Field Theory on

which he was pondering since 1917.

June, 24, assassination of Walther Rathenau, Foreign Minister and Einstein's friend.

October, 8, Einstein and Elsa board the S.S. Kitano Maru in Marseilles, bound for Japan.

On the way they visit Colombo, Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai.

November 9, the Physics Nobel Prize for 1921 is announced for Einstein, while he is

on the ship. Captain of the ship congratulates him. Einstein does not mention this great

success in his travel diary (now in the Einstein Archives, in Princeton).

November 17-December 29, Elsa and Einstein meet the Emperor and Empress of Japan.

Einstein talks to the Empress in French. Einstein lectures, on Relativity, at the Tokyo

University.

Much earlier in March 1922 Einstein delivered a lecture on his GTR at the College de

France. Among the audience are Madam Curie, Bergson *') and others.

Szilard meets Einstein in Berlin.

Friedmann presents his famous paper on the structure of the Universe.

Elsa and Einstein board a ship for return to Europe.

Einstein is about two years away from his Nobel Prize.
Nobel Laureate in Literature.
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1923- February, the Einsteins visit Palestine. Einstein formally performs the opening ceremony

of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

March 20, A street in Ulam is named Einsteinstrasse.

Compton effect discovered. The discovery strongly supports Einstein's theory of light.

February 8, Einstein is named the honorary citizen of Tel Aviv. On his way from Palestine

to Germany, Einstein visits Spain.

April, de Broglie's Ph.D thesis presents a new (quantum mechanical) wave theory of

matter. Einstein's observation on the de Broglie's thesis motivates Schrddinger to write

his Schrddinger equation.

1924- March, Einstein joins the Berlin Jewish Community.

Einstein receives an amazing paper from the Indian S.N. Bose (a student of

C.V. Raman * )). This paper turns into Bose-Einstein statistics.

1925- W. Pauli """̂  writes his Pauli's Exclusion Principle. In 1921, he had written the celebrated

article on the Theory of Relativity for the German Encyclopedia.

Uhelembeck and Goudsmit present the bold idea of the spinning electron.

1925- Bertand Russel *"") writes the ABC of Relativity.

Einstein signs with Gandhi and others a Manifesto against compulsary military service.

1925- July, W. Heisenberg publishes his paper on matrix mechanics.

Einstein makes his last contribution to thermodynamics by proving that B-E gas does

satisfy the third law.

Einstein discusses his UFT with Milikan, in Pasadena.

W.S. Adams (of Mount Wilson) observes the Einstein shift, due to gravitation, predicted

by Einstein's GTR.

Einstein receives the Copley Medal.

Serves on the Board of Governors of the Hebrew University (until June 1928).

1925- May-June, visits Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, etc.

1926- January 27, Schrodinger writes his famous equation.

During the first half of 1926, he publishes five papers applying his wave equation lo a

number of problems - hydrogenatom, harmonic oscillator, the dia-atomic molecules, etc.

January 29, Abdus Salam is born in Jhang, India.

Fermi t'-Dirac Wstatistics discovered.

*> Physics Nobel Laureate (1930).
" ) Pauli's name for the 1945 Physics Nobel was proposed by Einstein.

*•*' Nobel Laureate of Literature.
t> Now in Pakistan.

W They worked independently of each other.



1927- W. Heisenberg discovers his uncertainty principle - a fundamental law of Nature.
Davison and Germer, and also G.P. Thomson prove the existence of de Broglie waves.

1927- Fifth Solvay Congress is attended by: Einstein, Lorentz, Braggs, Born, Schrodinger,
Heisenberg, de Broglie, N. Bohr, Firac, Ehrenfest.
May 7, Hans Einstein marries Fridaknecht in Dortmund.

1928- Dirac writes his gorgeous equation *\ and predicts the existence of positons and other
antiparticles.
Inflamation of the walls of Einstein's heart is discovered by Einstein's doctor, Dr. Plech.
Einstein is put on a salt-free diet. Helen Ducas is appointed as Einstein's private secre-
tary.
Lorentz dies in his home in Holland.

1928-1929- On the basis of Dirac equation, Einstein is led to the conclusion that his sought for equa-
tions of the total field would generate particles with non-zero spin in terms of particle
solutions that are spherically symmetric.

1929- Hubble discovers the expansion of the Universe (by red or Dopier shift).
Einstein's first meeting with the Royal Belgian family. Einstein's friendship with the
Queen Elizabeth lasts till the end of his life (in 1955).
Einstein receives the Planck Medal.
Einstein's first grand son, Bernhard Caesar son of Hans Einstein is born (Einstein in his
will gifted his violin to his grandson).

1930- December 11- March 1931, Einstein's second stay in the USA, mostly at Cal. Tech.
Tagore "^ meets Einstein in the Einstein villa at Caputh.

1930- December 19-20, visits Cuba.

1931- Einstein rejects his cosmolgical term, "'*), in his equation of the Universe.
Einstein receives an honorary D.Sc. of Oxford.
Visits the New York Times office at New York.
Meets Charlie Chaplin in California.
W. Pauli writes a paper in which he suggests the existence of neutrino.

1932- CD. Anderson discovers the anti-electron, and confirms Dirac's equation (and for this
work wins the 1936 Physics Nobel).

1932- J. Chadwick discovers the neutron (and for this discovery wins the 1935 Nobel Prize).

"' Published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society.
*) Nobel Laureate in Literature (1913).
'~> In the presently accepted Friedman model of the Universe, the cosmological term is zero.
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1933- The Nazis come to power in January.

March 20, in Einstein's absence, the Nazis raid Einstein's villa in Caputh (near Berlin).

March 28, Einstein resigns from the Prussian Academy.

Visits Switzerland meets his ailing son, Eduard for the last time.

June 10, Einstein delivers his Herbert Spencer lecture at Oxford.

September 7, Einstein and Elsa sail from Southampton for New York. (Earlier Epstein

had made a bust of Einstein.)

1933- Einstein meets A. Compton ">. Meets O. Veblin " \

Earlier Einstein had met Michelson (in 1930) and the historian Arnold Toynbee (1931),

and Lloyd George (in 1933).

September, Ehrenfest commits suicide. Einstein remains depressed for weeks.

August, Einstein presents a lecture in the English language (with German accent) in the

Albert Hall, London, Lord Rutherford ***' is in the chair. Sir James Jeans, N. Chamberlain

and other elites are in the audience.

1933- In Ulam, the street named Einsteinstrasse ^ (in 1922) is renamed Fitchstrasse.

May 10, More than 2000 volumes, including the writings of Einstein, Freud, Thomas

Mann, Remarque, Stefan Zweig, Hellen Keller, Upton Sinclare of other Jew writers are

burned in Berlin.

Earlier in March, more than 1600 Jews working in German universities had lost their

jobs. The list includes Max Born and J. Franck.

Einstein's bunk account (Mark 30,000/- approx.) confiscated by the Hitler government.

1934- July, Madam Curie dies.

Schrodinger leaves Hitler's German;', and reaches Oxford, and then joins the Institute of

Advanced Studies, Dublin.

Max Born joins Cambridge, after running away from the Nazi Germany.

O. Stern leaves Germany and reaches USA. Others who ran away from Germany were:

Wigner W, Hans Bethe tW, E. Teller (father of hydrogen bomb), Lise Meitner, Szilard,

Frisch and other greats.

Haber, on his way to Israel, dies in Basel.

1934- E. Fermi works out his theory of beta-decay.

At Waldorfastoria, New York, Einstein warns the Americans of the dangers of World War
II which Hitler may start.

m) Of Compton effect fame.
"*) The Princeton mathematician.

•*'' Nobel Laureate in Chemistry.
'f> I have published two research papers in co-authorship with the Nobel Laureate E.P. Wigner.

ttt> Physics N.L.
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1934- January 24, Einstein and Elsa dine with President Roosevelt.
Use Kayser Einstein dies in Paris. Elsa goes to Paris. Margot Einstein and her husband
join the Einsteins in Princeton.

1935- H. Yukawa predicts the existence of pi-mesons.
Einstein makes a brief trip to Bermuda wherefrom the Einsteins apply for US nationality.
The Einsteins move to Einsteins new house, at 112, Mercer Street (Einstein had purchased
this house a few months earlier). In Einstein's study in this house are three portraits, those
of: Faraday, Maxwell and Gandhi.
Einstein receives the Franklin Medal.
Einstein, Podosky and Rosen publish a joint paper, which creates a stir.

1936- September 7, Grossmann dies.
December 20, Elsa dies.

1937- Einstein with L. Infeld writes: The Evolution of Physics. Einstein with P. Bergmann
publishes a mathematical paper on Kaluza-Klein theory.

1938- Lise Meitner runs from Hitler's Germany, arrives in Sweden, and meets her nephew,
O. Frisch.
Fermi receives the Physics Nobel Prize *}at Stockholm, and reaches New York to join
the Columbia University.

1939- Maja joins her brother at 112, Mercer Street which remains her home till the rest of her
life.
E.P. Wigner publishes, in the Annals **Jof Mathematics, a mathematically beautiful paper
which many an enthusiast think created group theoretical physics.

1939- August 2, Einstein signs a letter ***) written by Szilard and Wigner, to President Roosevelt
drawing the US President's attention to the military implications of nuclear weapons
(whose possibility has been proved in a paper by Fermi, and experiments by O. Hahn
and Lise Meitnero) on which the Germans are already working.

1940- Einstein, Margot and Helen Ducas become US citizens.

1941- December 6, the Japanese attack Pearl Harbour.

1942- December 2, Fermi achieves the sustained controlled nuclear chain reaction ^

*' Wigner is mentioned in the Nobel lecture.
*' The editor at that time was von Neumann.
*' The beginning of atom bomb.
t' The birth of nuclear power generation. (Presently, about 17% of the total electric power generation

on World basis) in Chicago.
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1943- October, N. Bohr, along with his sons 'K escapes from the Nazi-occupied Copenhagen
and reaches USA via London.
Einstein writes a joint paper (Non-existence of regular stationary solutions of relativistic
field equations) with Pauli, in the Annals of Mathematics, Vol.44.

1944- February 4, Einstein's hand-written manuscript of his original papers (on the Special
Theory of Relativity) is auctioned for 6.5 million US dollars. (The manuscript is now in
the Library of Congress.)
December, Bohr discusses with Einstein the problems of war, at 112, Mercer Street,
Princeton.

1945- May, Germany surrenders. Hahn, Heisenberg and others are brought to Cambridge (as
POW)
November, W. Pauli wins the unshared Physics Nobel Prize (for his Exclusion Principle).
President Roosevelt dies, in May.
August 6, atom bomb dropped on Hiroshima.
Einstein listens to the news on radio, while holidaying in Sarnac, USA.
Einstein accepts that it was the greatest blunder of his life to have signed that letter.
November, Weizman invites Einstein to Palestine for a holiday. Einstein does not accept
this invitation.

1946- October, Sommerfeld invites Einstein to re-join the German Science Academy. Einstein
declines.

1947- Hans Albert Einstein appointed professor of Civil Engineering at the University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley. Einstein is pleased.
October, Max Planck ""^dies, at the age of 89. Einstein writes to his widow.
Mileva Einstein dies in Zurich, in her own house, purchased with the Nobel Prize money.
C.F. Powel discover Yukawa's ***) pi-mesons, and for this work wins the 1950 Physics
Nobel.

1948- December, Einstein is hospitalized for some medical investigation.

1949- Einstein leaves the hospital, and comes back to his 112, Mercer Street, on January 13.
W.E. Lamb discovers and measures the Lamb shift, and for this wins the 1955 Physics
Nobel Prize. (The relativistic generalization, of Bathe's calculation in this direction, was
achieved by Lamb and Kroll in a beautiful paper in Physical Review.).

1949- Einstein publishes a small book:- Necrology (a philosophysical review on Science).
March 14, Einstein's 70th birthday. Einstein looks back at his life, and is (now) convinced

*J One of the sons, Aage Bohr won the Physics Nobel Prize.
w) Planck opposed the creation of Israel.

**') Yukawa won the 1949 Physics Nobel.
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that his life was a historical requirement for Science and History. His life and work was
a link in the long chain of history.

1949- Einstein writes a paper, Generalized Theory of Graviation (with 28 mathematical equa-
tions). A base of this technical paper appears on the front page of the New York Times.
Low draws a cartoon, in the New York Times, on this paper of Einstein.
Einstein writes in a popular article:- "Our problem is that of finding the field equations
of the total field".

"My relationship to the Jewish people has becomes the strongest human bond".
October 1949 A. Einstein

1950- Einstein writes to Born, "I am convinced of the objective reality, although, upto now,
success is against it".

1948- Birth of the Israel makes Einstein very happy.

1949- Einstein writes his Autobiographical sketch.
Einstein publishes in co-authorship, L Infeld, a beautiful paper *}: Motion of Particles
in General Relativity in the Canadian Journal of Mathematics.

1950- March 18, Einstein signs his last will. Dr. O. Nathan is named the sole executer. Nathan
and Helen Ducas are made joint trustees of the Einstein estate. The Hebrew University
is named as the ultimate repository of the Einstein's letters and manuscript.

1950- E. Schrodinger publishes his Space-Time Structure.

1951- Maja dies in Princeton.

Nehru meets Einstein in Princeton, and invites Einstein to visit India. Einstein declines.
Dirac considers the possibility of the existence of aether.

1951- Abdus Salam discussed (in Princeton) with Einstein the problems of quantum theory.

1952- M. Besso dies in Geneva.

"The statistical quantum mechanics is the most successful theory of 20th century".
"To Dirac, in my opinion, we owe the most logical exposition of quantum theory".

A. Einstein

1952- November, Einstein is offered the Presidency of Israel.
Einstein declines of the ground: "I find myself unfit for a job that involves human rela-
tion".

1953- Einstein writes in a popular article: "My efforts to complete the general theory of rela-
tivity are in part due to that complete (classical) field theory might, perhaps,
provide the key to a more complete quantum theory '

According to some, this work is the best of all, which Einstein did at Princeton.
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1954- C.N. Yang and R.I.. Mills publish a paper (Conservation of Isotopic spin and Isotopic
Gauge Invariance) that heralds the unification of weak and electromagnetic interactions,
which is achieved by Salam, Weinberg and Glashow (independently of each other) in
1967, 12 year after Einstein's death in 1979 *'.

1954- April 14, Einstein supports Oppeinheimer against the allegations M ) , of leaking atomic
secrets to USSR, by the US government.
Einstein writes: "One should no longer talk of Mach's principle".
Fermi, the Prometheus of atomic age, dies.
Bohr meets Einstein for the last time.
November 11, Einstein writes to Linus Pauling (who won the Nobel Prize twice). "I
made one great mistake of my life when I signed that letter. . . . "
Einstein works on with Bruria Kaufman and Straus on his elisive Unified Field Theory.

1955- March, Einstein writes his last autobiographical sketch.
Apri1 6, Einstein writes to Nehru to work for World Peace.
April, despite pain Einstein works on his Independence Day broadcast for Israel (in May).
April 11, Einstein's last signed letter to Bertrand Russel, in which Einstein agrees to sign
a Manifesto, urging all nations to renounce nuclear weapons.

Einstein's last moments

1955- April 13, Rupture of the aortic aneurysm.
April 15, Einstein enters the Princeton Hospital.
April 16, Hans Einstein arrives in Princeton from Berkeley.
April 17, Einstein telephones Helen Ducas that he needs writing materials, and the sheets
with his most recent calculations on his UFT.
April 18, 1:15 a.m. in Princeton (6-15 c.m.t.) the giant dies. But Einsteins never die.
November 21, Thomas Martin, son of Bernhard Caeser, son of Hans Einstein, and the
first great-grandson of Albert Einstein is born in Berne, where Einstein's STR was bom
in 1905.

1960- Death of the last jew in Buchau. He was Siegbert Einstein, a relative many
times removed, of Albert Einstein. The Einsteins had lived in Buchau since
the 1750s.

"Einstein's Relativity is the inner logic of Physics".
S. Weinberg

*J The year Salam, Weinberg and Glashow shared the Nobel Prize.
) During this period Dirac was refused US visa.
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